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We study the d i f f erent ia l cross-sect ions . ° « , ° , •£• for 

dzdp| dp T, dz 

pp •+ B(-* £ , 0 + jet + X with B - Z°, W" at /s - 540 GeV, and the 

corresponding quantities for the pp case. The corresponding leptonic 

front-back asymmetry A(z,p|) for these first order QCD processes is then 

calculated for the pp case. A(z,p2) is found to be p„ independent to 

a very good approximation for p„(jet) > 3 GeV/c, with a magnitude similar 

to that of the zeroth order process. Since zeroth and first order total 

cross-sections are comparable in magnitude, the first order asymmetry 

should be an experimentally testable quantity. 
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I. IHTKODPCTIOM 

In a few years, nev accelerators like CEXN's pp collider , the Isabelle 

machine , and perhaps forthcoming projects like the LIB will be operable. It 

is expected that they at last will reveal Nature's co—ants to one of the more 

ambitious theories, the SO(2) x U(l) unification of weak and electromagnetic 

interactions; namely, whether there arc the predicted heavy intermediate bosons 

which in the sinplest version of the theory have messes nf the order 90 GeV, 

or not. Numerous calculations have been done in this theory for the hadronic 

production of neutral (Z s) and charged 

oh 
bosons, both for the lowest-order 

qq annihilation (the Drell-Tan process) and the QCD-corxected ones , where a 

large-p_ hadronic jet is observed togather with a final lepton pair from the inter-

mediate boson; in the latter one, "Coupton scattering" types of diagrams 

(qG -*• qZ° and qfi -*• qZ", for the neutral case) are also included. There have 

also-been calculations for the case of hadronic jets from the intermediate 

basons, where intermediate boson signals were predicted to show up clesrly in 

spin-spin asymmetries. The observation of peaks in spin-spin asymmetries would 

give a non-trivial signal of the intermediate bosons* À bump in a cross-section 

would not by itself establish the presence of them; one is also interested in 

typical weak interaction effects, which contribute co the asymmetry in a direct 

way. This is also the case for another type of asymmetry, Che front-back (F-B) 

leptonic asymmetry in 
pp •*• Z"0+- I Z~) + anything 

CD 
pp-»• tf~(+ £~ S O + anything 

To zeroth order in QCD (no large-p- hadronic jets) this was calculated by one 
7) 

of us . As expected, the asymmetry for the purely weak process was found to be 

much larger than that involving the Z°; the latter one is roughly proportional 

to Che leptonic vector coupling constant 7, • (+ -r - sin 29 ) which by recent 

experimental résulta for sin29 is implied to be a small quantity. 

However, the first-order QCD-corrected cross-section for I t production 

at the Z° peak (one associated large-p- hadronic jet) is predicted to be size
s' 

able , when compared to the lowest order result. Not considering this contribu
tion, as well as the corresponding one with a W, would amount to neglect valuable 
information when F-B asjnmctries are checked. 

The present paper is dedicated to the study of such first order F-B asym

metries. Denoting the angle in pp c.m.s. between a negative lepton and the p 

beam by 6, and the transverse jet momentum (• the transverse t t momentum) 



by p T» we calculate the croas-sactions 

dïdpÇ 

apd Che asynMCrie. 

(z) ; z - coi 6 (2) 

A2 J 2 

didpl C z ) EdpT --z) 

H z - $ " d 5 ° c r i * J i g t •> 0 ) 

for the reactions (I). Note that for pp reactions there is necessarily a 

z -*• -z symmetry in the cross-!action (2) and therefore the asymmetry vanishes. 

Besides this asymmetry we also calculated various distributions such as -r— and 

22— for pp and pp collisions. The quantity -r- will be obtained by inte-
dp£ ** 

T J2 * 
grating %• . j from a chosen lower bound p., up tc the maximal value for the 

considered a value. With these results at hand one can calculate the fully 

integratsd cross-section with a cut in p. : o-(pi* > 3 GeV/c). The values 

obtained show that once again gluon corrections give very large effects compared 

with 0 k order or naive Drell-Yan calculations. When describing the formalism» 

we will confine ourselves to the Z° case in pp collisions. Then trivial modi

fications of couplings and structure functions enable us to deduce the results 

for pp -»• 2* as well as pp or pp •* W~. 

II. NOTATIONS AND KINEMATIC? 

We consider the subprocesses denoted by the diagrams of fig. 1. Ve have the 

following connection between the total process and the fubprocesa when the particle 

giving rise to a jet is denoted by C: 

d r f P l P q-£d,3 l d z d p T d z d f f d z d p T l 

**<âl. L . r„„ f J > , _ , . 5 , . 

C4) 

• K h (: 

didp- - j - , rz tvv y v r * yv y**' n C5) 

with the quark fusion contribution only written explicitly. £ q q is a subreaction 

cross-section; f"(x) is a parton density x being the fraction of momentum carried. 

We will neglect the invariant mass of the jet. The pp case is of course similar. 

We consider only lepton pairs with invariant mass close to the vector boson mass, 

thus the Breit-Wigner factor from the propagator has been approximated by a delta 

function, and the cross-sections thereby simplified. This is termed as the narrow 

width approximation. 
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W. dtfina: 

where 2 is the total four-aoMntua squared of the subprocess and with the four-

aonenta of the quark or aatiquarlc in p and p defined by: 

The momentua-fractioa integral can then be expressed a*: 

[dx. /dx„ - fdT • f dX !—pry 

Tmin i(T-l) 

(P T + ^ + p | ) 2 

(8) 

C9) 

here M is the vector boson mass. The lower ? value prevents the subreactiou 

from having so small energies that it cannot have the p_ of the total reaction. 

The kinematics is presented in fig. 2, where I and 1 are the lepton and 

antileptou dementa, and p is the jet momentum defined to lie in the xz plane; 

e((f>) is then the polar (aziauthal) angle of the lepton momentum. 

Neglecting the invariant mass of the jet as well as the constituent masses 

inside tue hadrons and the primordial transverse momentum, one encounters a super

ficial I/pi divergence coming from the subreaction . By some régularisâtion 

procedure, this can be included in a redefinition of the structure functions, which 

would then have a p£ dependence. We want to keep a specific information about 

the iepcons. Thus we cannot adopt the results of Altarelli et al. who studied 

more inclusive crass-rections. In our case, the régularisâtion and the continuation 

from deep inelastic scattering to the Prall-Yan process is very complicated. We will 

avoid the problem by confining ourselves to transverse momenta larger than a certain 

lower limit p T , as indicated in connection with equation (3). Thus presuming 

the observation of the jet, it is suitable to define an asymmetry for the first 

order cross-section only (Eq.(3)) instead of the combined zeroth and first orders 

with no observation of the jet. 

A substantial difference and complication as compared to Ref. 5 occurs because 

we now do not integrate out all leptonic angles: the cross-section is no longer 

factorizable into vector boson production and vector boson decay. The subprocese 
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cross-sections includa phase-space integrals of non-trivial contractions of tha 

laptonic and hadronic tanaors. Ona also baa to ba csreful about tha «cognition 

of tha diffarant feineastical configurations (cf. Eq.(S)). Tbaaa problems ara of 

a technical nature; vitbout going into full details we vill sketch bow they were 

handled. Both the qq annihilation and tha qC and qG "Compton" processes 

were included in tha calculations; here we vill only elaborate on the qq case, 

since tha treatment of the two other cases is completely similar. Another ratio

nalization for doing so is that qq annihilation dominât* s the cross-section for 

the reactions (1) since valance quarka and antiquarka can annihilate . We anti

cipate our result that it also dominât• s in the asymmetry. 

Let ua look back at the integrum of £q. (5), and single out of the total 

SUB only the contributions to qq annihilation for a given flavour. In the sub-

reaction cross-section E , reduction of phase space down to that remaining 

integration over the azimuthal variable t is straightforward. We obtain: 

2* 

^-kT^fi^h *<-> <-> l-ijl2- ( , 0 ) 

where T being the t o t a l width of the intermediate boson, and 

A - 2(s f p / ) l / 2 - 2p, cos6 - 2 K p | + p £ ) 1 / 2 " P T "in» cos* - p L cose] 

e (.. .)- e [ci + ^ ) t / a - CPJ * P£ Ï , / 2 - ^ ] 

recalling the components of the jet 4 momentum 

P , • [ ( P J • • P ? ) 1 / 2 > P T . ° . Pr I 02> 

p„ being the c m . amoentua of the aubtiroces i . e . : p„ » q& - qO i f 

1 , j - (l[, o, o, qj) end q° • (qjj, o , a, -q°) end defining: 
1 *>2 

4 - (3 - M2)* - 4 3 p | (13) 
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Finally M.. in Eq. (10) is the sua of the contributions corresponding to each 
•ubprocess involving the constituents i and j, (i.j • q, q or G, with i j* j) 
with the squared propagator denominator factorized out. The contractions of the 
leptonic and badronic tensors as well as the trace calculations were done on the 
conputcr using REDUCE ' and SCHO0NSHIP ' with an independent calculation done by 
hand. We give hereafter the explicit foras of M - Cq in p and q in p) 

l M « l (14) 

with: 

G 7 - -X 8 M? i g 2 - «it a . (15) 

R and T are given by th. couplings of th« intermediate boson to the fermions: 

8 - (Vj • A2)(V| + A 2) 
(16) 

with the boson-fennion-sntifermion vertex defined to be: 

iG Yu (Vf - A£ Y 5 ) . (17) 

The expression of JM— |̂  is easily deduced from that of |M - j 2 by the exchange 
q •*-*• q in the bracket on the r.h.s. of Eq. (14). In the "Compton" cases with 
initial qG and qG, the corresponding contraction is also simply found by 
crossing from Eq. (14). For completeness ve list hereafter the various scalar 
products appearing in the integrals; 

v»i- I | < « * # , / 2 - 4 H * * , / 2 + ' L [ 
q i . t - i {(§ * p 2 ) 1 / 2 + B,J|i (1 - i) (is) 

v * - T j« * «?>I/2 " *}r ° * z ) 

q,.i - v q 2 " V ' i - v * 
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Pj-t-qj.pj * q 2 . P l -p x.i. 

For tha structura functions w« usad tha pars** trieacioa of Bazar et al. . Thus 
we ignora charm contributions; although they a»y ba important for vary larga Q 2. 
they should not iafluence our *e~ - 540 GeV cas* vary aueh. For tb* parameters , 
wa usad: Q? * 5 G*V2/c2, A - 0.47 GaV, and tha distributions vara evaluated at 
Q z • M 2. This was also usad for tba evaluation of tha running coupling constant 

Tha results prasantad in tba next section vara derived for Iff * 6. Let us mention 
that for N f - 4, the strong coupling constant is «sal 1er but this affect is 
compensated by the Modification of tha vector boson width proportional to Nf. 
The net effsct is that with 4 flavours the cross-sections ara 262 larger than 
the ones actually quoted. If one takes into account radiative corrections to 
vector boson masse* tha croee-sections decrease of about 7% (keeping 
/% - 540 GeV). The asymmetry is not affected by these corrections. 

III. RESULTS AND DISC3SSIQW 

All the results presented in this section have been calculated both for pp 
and pp collisions at <f% * 540 GeV. This is for sura tha energy of the CERN 
pp collider while for ISABELLE working as a proton proton machine the available 
center of mass energy is in a proposed rsnge from 400 GeV up to 800 GeV. At 
this point some general comments are in order, pp leems to be a more efficient 
way to produce the weak gauge boaous bacause of the relatively large amount of 
qq annihilation, nevertheless a pp collider can. become vary competitive in 
improving 1 key parameters. The first one is the luminosity which can reach 
I0 3 2 cm2 a"1, a factor 100 more than, the IO 3 0 cm2 s""1 planned for the pp 
machin*. Also due to the strong peaking of the sea and the gluon distribution 
for omall values of T • — the subprocasa luminosity for qq and qG will be 
enhanced copiously when working at a. very large s. 

a) The Z case 
tfe begin by the Z ceic on which we have given more details in the preceding 

section. Xn fig. 3 we show 'im

dir i-n ***' ̂  cases of pp and pp collisions for 
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a fixed value of p_ M 4 GeV/c as a function of t » cosO. One clearly sees that 

Che y~ will be mainly produced in the regions [zj * 0.8 which correspond to 

rather large angles û * 35* and U5*. The Z° identification, should be clear in 

u u~ and the measurement of the p„ of the pair, also that of the badronic jet, 

easy. Of course the sain problem is the size of the cross-sections which are at 

tha level or less than a picobarn, which swans for a luminosity of 10 3 0 cm 2 s" 1 

only one event every ten days. Nevertheless we shall see later that it is not 

hopeless to see a signal. Tha daytied lines correspond to the different contri

butions to ji-p. costing from qq annihilation and qS or qG "Coapton" scatter

ing. It is clear that annihilation is the doainant subprocss*. This is no longer 

true for proton, proton collisions in which qG can be n large as 30Z of the 

total (separata contributions are not shown on the figure). 

la the pp case the forward cone is more populated, this corresponds to a 

positive forward-backward asyaaecry as shown in fig. 4. Its magnitude is directly 

related to the 2° coupling to suons whose vector part is V • (•% - sin2e ); 

since «in28 -v 0.23 this is no surprise that A(z,p 2) coaes out to be dull, 

with a « ^ m ^ m of 122 at z - I, This quantity appears to be independent of 

the vclue of p- and alio quite comparable to its zeroth order evaluation. One 

can take advantage of this fact to enrich the statistics by considering events in 

p. bins and then add r.nen to calculate the asymmetry, which could by this way 

be measurable. The "integrated" asymmetry A(p£) is defined in the following way: 

I - 0 2 

Jdzdzop? ~ i d 2 dz% 
kipp 5 ^~7è—'°l à C20) 

J d zdlapT +I a zdzdp? 
o T -1 c 

As noted previously for A(z,p 2), ve find that A(p 2) is nearly P T independent 

with the numerical value A(p|) - 6.S ± 0.4 CE). Thia is a rather small effect, 

but we shall see at the end of the section that the corresponding cross-sections 

are not too small to be of no use. 

Finally in £ig. S we give the angular distribution of the y emerging from 

the 7.° decay. Here we have integrated from p^ • 3 GsV/c to p " 8 3 - s V — 

in order to avoid the region where primordial transverse momentum is important and 

also where the petturbative calculation is not reliable due to the infrared diver

gence associated to a collinear gluon. The corresponding asymmetry, A(z), has 
the same numerical value as A(z,p|). 
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b) The H~ case 

The cose distribution of the u coming front the decay of W + produced in 

pp collisions (figs 6 and 9) is almost flat whereas that of the u~ from w" 

decay is strongly peaked eround z • ±1. In the case of the process pp •> w" -*• 

V~v things arc very different, the u~ is emitted preferentially in the forward 

direction. This can be eesily understood by helicity arguments (fig. 7). One then 

expects to see almost. 100Z asymmetry as shown in fig. 8. Qf course the cas» 

pp •*• W -* u v is just z symmetric and the asymmetry is the opposite of what 

is plotted. As fot the Z° case this quantity is p T independent and one can 

use all events to measure it with a better statistics. The main problem in the 

W~ case is the unobserved neutrino but a good measurement of the hadronic jet 

can overcome this difficulty. 

To end up this section, we give the p. distribution of all reactions consi

dered so far. It is clear from fig. 10 that they have the same p behaviour, 

| £ * H - ^ 

way one can easily calculate the integrated cross-section with a cut in p placed 

where A. depends on the reaction but the slope a - 1.27-1.37 does not. In this 

way one can easily calculate the integrated 

at 3 GeV/c for the 5 different reactions: 

a [pp £* y +u" + jet (p T > 3 GeV/c)J * 34 pb 

' Z° + - 1 
a I pp —»- u u + jat (pT > 3 GeV/c)J * 10 pb 

a (pp 2L « V •:• jet (p, > 3 GeV/c)] * 155 pb (22) 

^ tf" u"v u

 l J 

<7 fpp -̂ . u +v • jet (pT > 3 «eV/c)j * 72 pb 

s fpp ÏÏI u~v„ + jet (p T > 3 GeV/c)j * 39 pb 

In view of these numbers one realizes that they are of the same order of magnitude 

as the zeroto order cross-sections. This means that a sizeable amount of events 

will come from the configuration we have considered in this paper. This makes 

also not foolish to hope to see significant effects despite the smallness of the 

different cross-section. 
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FIGURS CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 First ord«r QCD contribution* to th« weak vector boson production; 

(a) qq annihilation, Cb)<c^ qG and qG "Coapttra" scattering 

Fig. 2 Kinematics in ch« pp CMS for the restions of eq. (U, in the Z° and 

W~ cases, t, I, and pj denote the lap tan, «ntUeptoo, and QCD jat 

momanta; "t baa polar angla 9 and esiauthal angle $. (For W •*• t v 

the angular information jhould b« given for tha actilepcon.) 

2 
Fig. 3 ^ d M at 1-7-540 G«V for pp + Z°(-+ i+*~) + jat + anything 

and pp -*- Z°(+ I l") **• j«t *• anything, aa function» of z • cosd, at 

jet transverse momentum P T • 4 GeV/c. (For- pp. tha contributions from 

the various subrtaction* arc shown explicitly by broken lines. Solid 

lines show tha full cross-sections. 

Fig. 4 The asymmetry A(z,p£) for pp •+ Z°(-+ i*t~) + jet + anything as a 

function of z< 

Fig. 5 4 at » ? • 540 GeV for the sane reactions as in fig. 3, for P T > 3 GeV/c 

?ig. 6 dzdna £ h E ^ * 5*° °* V f ° r P p * ""<*** 4 v ) + jot + anything, as a 

2 
Fig. 7 d ^ d 2 for i-T - 540 GeV for pp * W~<* î"y) + jet +• anything, 

Fig. 8 The asymmetry A(z,p*> for pp -* W (•* £~Z) + jet + anything, as a 

function of z. 

Fig. ? -j— at »*T • 540 GeV for tha same reactions as in figa 6 and 7, for 

Fig. 10 -T— for all reactions studied, as functions of p. 
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